
Lloyd Library & Museum News

At the Lloyd Library, we're all about access to
our collections, exhibits and programs. We're
partnering with the Cincinnati Association for
the Blind and Visually Impaired to offer tactile
artifacts as part of our current exhibition,
Pharmacognosy Illustrated. For more
information, call (513) 721-3707, email us or
request items in person.

Posters for the Plant Blind: Fellowship Lecture

When: Friday, August 31, 6-8 p.m.
Where: Lloyd Library & Museum

Join us this Friday as Lloyd Fellows, Jonathan
Frey & Anna Kell, speak on their design
project and discuss Plant Blindness, the
inability to see or recognize plants. Frey and
Kell centered their project around the
research and production of a series of
posters that promote plant literacy through
the visual qualities of plants. Free and open
to the public. Lecture begins at 6:30 p.m.
Reservations.

Out of the Stacks Opening Reception

When: Friday, September 28, 
5:30-8 p.m.
Where: Lloyd Library & Museum
 
Celebrate the opening of the Lloyd
Library & Museum's FotoFocus
exhibits, Out of the Stacks: Lloyd
Inspired Artist Books and A Year on
the Edge: A Photographic Narrative
of the Edge of Appalachia Preserve.

Meet the photographers and artists behind these fascinating exhibits.
Refreshments. Free and open to the public.

Pharmacognosy Illustrated Exhibit Featured in CityBeat
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Judy George profiles our current
Pharmacognosy Illustrated exhibit in
the online and print editions of the
weekly publication CityBeat.
Highlights of the article include
ancient Sumerian use of poppies,
specimens of vintage medical
equipment and how different plants
became treatments for a variety of
conditions.

Cincinnati Refined Spotlights Lloyd Library

Continuing the newsworthy trend,
Phil Armstrong features the Lloyd
Library in the online publication 
Cincinnati Refined. The piece
provides a quick history and an
overview, along with a gallery of
over thirty stunning photographs. 

The September Lecture with Eric Tepe is SOLD OUT
Click here to view future events

Lloyd Library & Museum | 513-721-3707 | contact@lloydlibrary.org |
917 Plum St.

Cincinnati, OH 45202
Hours: 9:00-4:00, Monday through Friday

and 3rd Saturday of the month
Visit www.lloydlibrary.org for complete list of hours.

The Lloyd Library will be closed September 3 for Labor Day
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